**Classes with a Lab, Lecture or Discussion**

Some classes have more than one component. Generally, these are science classes, where there is a lecture and a lab or discussion included. It’s important you understand how these components are linked together to avoid errors when registering. Typically, the enrollment section is the lab, and you are automatically enrolled in a lecture or discussion. Any classes that overlap can’t be added to your schedule via Titan Web.

Below is an example of how to search for these identifiable keys. Note that each section begins with the prefix of “A”; select an “A” lab component and you are automatically enrolled in the “A” lecture component. Same with “B” “C” and so on.

The components are listed here.

- **Both Section of “A” will automatically be paired in your shopping cart.**

  ![Diagram of classes with lab and lecture](image)

  **More tips on Labs. If trying to take a specific lab register through the LAB section.**

- **Both Section of “B” will automatically be paired in your shopping cart.**
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